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【Abstract】:
In nature, the larvae of moths gain momentum through the deformation of their
carapace and can maintain a relatively stable posture in rugged environments such as
the ground and tree branches. The purpose of this project is to build a caterpillar-like
bionic robots, with their polyarticular joints and high redundancy, moving steadily on
rugged surface such as pipelines and ruins. The bionic robot is made up of individual
modules, each of which is connected by spring as a flexible connection. The nylon is
fixed to the servo arm to stretch the spring and the entire robot is driven by this
combination. Arduino is the control board for the whole circuit. In order to move in
difference complex terrain, the robot has four different modes: the mode of single
joint driving, the mode of double joints driving, and the mode of double joint driving
with head up, and the mode of S shape. To test the mobility of the robot, several
experiments are conducted to explore different factors that influence the speed
including response time of the servo, axle length and surface friction. The conclusion
is that the robot reaches its fastest movement in the mode of double joints driving
with a short axle and a rubber sleeve on the axle surface (to give it high friction), also
it is able to cross the obstacles and move on the rough surface in this mode.
【Keywords】：bionic, flexible connection, four modes, driven by servos.
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1 Project Background
Although humans are far more intelligent than animals, human ability of
adapting to certain specific terrains and environments are inferior to animal’s ability.
Therefore, bionic robots have been invented to help humans achieve specific tasks. By
imitating the physiological structure, movement forms and movement mechanisms of
natural organisms, bionic robots can be applied to various fields of engineering. They
play an increasingly important role in replacing and liberating humans them in
dangerous environments, relying on stability, flexibility and other characteristics. In
recent years, the directions of robotics research have gradually focused on bionic
robots in natural environments. Successive studies have been conducted on the
movement forms of octopus, looper, snake, earthworm and other organisms in natural
environments. Take the bionic snake robot as an example. In nature, the larvae of
moths, such as silkworm, gain power through the deformation of their carapace and
can maintain a relatively stable posture by relying on the support and adsorption force
of multiple feet of their bodies to move wrigglingly on the ground, tree branches, and
other rugged environments. Thus, caterpillar-like bionic robots, with their
polyarticular joints and high redundancy, can move steadily on rugged surface and
small space such as pipelines and ruins. For example, bionic robot-shaped robots can
greatly increase the survival rate of people in the search and rescue after disaster.
When a house collapses, people will be buried under the rubble, leaving with only
small, tricky holes, so they are difficult to be found by search and rescue workers. At
this point, the caterpillar-like bionic robot can pass through the tiny holes and reach
the trapped injured. It can transport small amounts of water and food to the wounded,
or show the wounded to the search and rescue team through the camera, greatly
increasing the survival rate. In addition, the caterpillar-like bionic robot can also be
used for exploration. For example, in a swamp or sandy area, humans, or large
quadruped robots, can easily sink, but bionic robots with greater mobility and
flexibility have a large contact area with the ground and are less likely to get stuck in
such areas. This kind of robots can also be applied to the field of aerospace.
Mechanical bionic robots can be used as soft arms for space stations, and can also
explore the terrain and climate of other planets. Finally, in some narrow industrial
production spaces, robots are needed to replace humans in such spaces for overhaul,
assembly and transportation work.
As a miniaturized intelligent robot, the caterpillar-like bionic robot combines the
action characteristics of snakes, silkworms, and pythons to achieve different forms of
movement to meet the needs of different applications mentioned before and has good
application prospects.

2 Current Research
Classify according to the characteristics of materials used, existing peristaltic
robots are divided into flexible and rigid ones. Classified according to movement
mode, they are then divided into the form of bionic robot with arching motion, the

form of snake with twisting motion, and the form of earthworm with telescoping
motion. My robot would have the combination of the advantages of these three forms,
since I improved the disadvantages of each form.
In fact, many researchers have conducted researches on the locomotion. For
example, Cornell Wright and his team has focused on modular snake robot[35]. Their
construction includes several aluminum modules, and they cover the rigid robot with
protective skins so that it would not be damaged by hazardous environment. The robot
is strong while versatile thanks to the combination of mechanical and electrical
architectures. Moreover, Masato Ishikawa and his team have researched on trident
snake robot[36]. This robot is unique in its control system. It has to be converted to a
difficult class of nonholonomic system, which is a huge work successfully finished by
Masato Ishikawa’s team by applying a period control algorithm. At last, David
Rollinson and Howie Choset have explored the pipe network locomotion with a snake
robot[37], which enables the snake robot to automatically adapt to the shape of its
environment. Such ability gives the snake robots more sophisticated motions that are
previously considered too complex.

Figure 2.1 modular snake robot

Figure 2.2 trident snake robot

Figure 2.3 pipe snake robot

Meanwhile, there are also many researches focused on the adaptability to water.
Alessandro Crespi and his team have constructed an amphibious snake robot[38]that is
capable of both crawling and swimming. By comparing different gaits, they found
that the swimming gaits are faster than others and the fastest locomotion is obtained
with total phase lags that are smaller than one. He and Auke Jan Ijspeert later
optimized this robot by optimizing its gaits online and presenting various experiments
in different environments[39]. They successfully confirmed that an optimized gaits
with much fewer iterations are significantly different from others. Moreover, Pal
Liljeback and his team have invented a waterproof snake robot with tactile sensing
called Mamba[40]. Its ability to measure environment contact forces acting along its
body is well achieved, which enables the robot to adapt to sub-water environment.

Figure 2.4 amphibious snake robot and its optimized version

Figure 2.5 Mamba

As shown in Figure 2.1, the joints of the robot are rigidly connected, which
means that they are connected by firmware and driven by a servo to achieve rotation
without any deformation. Certain special spaces require the robot to adapt to convex
and uneven conditions like a real reptile, or require the robot to fit into complex
shapes as much as possible. Rigid joints cannot meet such requirements because the
dynamic balance of rigid joints is poor, and in environments like mountain roads with
many roots and rocks, the robot is very likely to trip over. Secondly, rigid robots
cannot adapt to any misalignment, and once a tiny part goes wrong, the whole joint
would fail to function properly. Finally, friction would occur in the joints of a rigid
mechanical snake due to the rigid connection, bringing resistance and preventing a
true animal-like smoothness. Therefore, rigid links would bring more energy
consumption to the robot.

Figure 2.6 rigid bionic robot

Therefore, a flexible peristaltic robot that can simultaneously have the advantages
of three motion modes and avoid the disadvantages of them is preferred. Snakes,
silkworms, and earthworms are given as examples of these three modes of locomotion,
respectively.
In the snake-like locomotion mode, the flexible robot is, in a particular mode, a
flexible mechanical snake connected by springs, without the above-mentioned
disadvantages of rigid links, and can meet complex terrain conditions. The flexible
mechanical snake is connected by springs at the joints, allowing for smooth
movement and elastic deformation. In rough roads, or uneven pipes, the springs give
it high freedom and redundancy to bend and twist significantly to maximize
adaptation to the environment without being disturbed by it, and joints connected by
springs can even cushion pressure with elastic deformation. The flexibility of the joint
increases its flexibility and utilization. Therefore, snake-like mode is indispensable for
this bionic robot.

Figure 2.7 flexible bionic robot

The silkworm-like method also has its own unique advantages. The existing
mechanical silkworm has the advantage of the way they move. The use of friction
with the ground, arching a section, to obtain a forward thrust to achieve movement. In
nature, the silkworm is a creature without a rigid skeletal structure, and there is an
intersegmental membrane between the abdominal segments that allows the posterior
segment to fold into the anterior segment. The silkworm crawls mainly by the
peristaltic movement of the abdomen and the holding function of the ventral and
caudal feet. Silkworm-like movement is a very stable mode for the robot, and because
each movement requires very little energy, the endurance of the robot is strong.
The third type of movement is the earthworm, which is an annelid and has no
skeletal muscles in its body, relying on the interaction of the longitudinal and circular
muscles and the bristles on its body to move. When moving forward, the ring muscle
contracts, the longitudinal muscle stretches, and the body shortens and moves forward.
The advantage of an earthworm-like robot is that it does not have as much
deformation as the other two, and only needs to stretch in the forward and backward
directions to achieve movement. Therefore, such movement mode does not need to
bend its body and can fit into the smallest of spaces.

3 Theoretical Design
In order to make it flexible, springs are necessary because they have good
deformation ability and can bend in any direction. However, to fully realize the three
modes, up and down, left and right and front and back, only one spring per module is
not enough. Therefore, three springs--lower spring, left spring and right spring--are
needed, the lower one is responsible for the up and down dimension, the left and right
springs are for the left and right dimensions, and when the three springs retract at the
same time and then recover, the robot can move forward and backward.
In order to determine the best type of servo and spring, I made following
theoretical designs. In these three different modes, the torque of the servo and the
elastic force of the spring reach the maximum in the joints that connect the head and
the body when the head lifts. Therefore, I analyze the joint of the head lifting
45degress as the limit state.
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Figure 3.1 force analysis diagram of the peristaltic robot when lifting its head

G is the total gravitational force of this joint, F1 is the support force provided by
the spring in this module, and F2 is the pulling force generated by the nylon rope
pulling by the servo. In order to determine the type of spring, it is necessary to
determine the spring’s elasticity coefficient and decompose these three forces
orthogonally.
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Figure 3.2 the force decomposition diagram of the mechanical bionic robot when lifting the head

F1(x) and F1(y) are the component forces of F1 in the horizontal and vertical
directions, and F2(x) and F2(y) are the component forces of F2 in the horizontal and
vertical directions. Since it is at relative rest, the three forces are in equilibrium. It
follows that:
F1(y) = F2(y) + G
(1)
F1(x) = F2(x)
Assuming that the head of mechanical bionic robot lifts up 45 degrees, the joint
connecting the head and the parts laying on the ground is at an angle of 60 degrees to
the ground：
F1(y) = F1(x) = F2(x)

F1 = 2F1(x)
F2(x) = 3F2(y)
The weight of one joint is 0.08kg, so the weight of three joints is 0.24kg.

(2)
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Figure 3.3 schematic diagram of lateral spring deformation when the robot raises head

The measured length of the spring elastic deformation is 31.8 mm. From
equations (1) and (2), F1 = 7.93 N and F2= 6.48 N. Since F1 is the elastic force
provided by two springs, the elastic force provided by one spring is 3.97 N. The
elastic force coefficient of the spring is:
k = F/l = 3.97N/0.0318m = 125N/m
（3）
Therefore, we should choose a spring with an elasticity coefficient greater than
125N/m. The spring with an elasticity coefficient of 160N/m was finally selected as
the spring for our experiment.
The key factor in deciding the servo model is the torque of the servo. The
preselected servo is ISCS0009 servo. The stall torque at locked of this servo is
1.89kg•cm.
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Figure 3.4 the diagram of the servo torque

The torque equation of the servo can be obtained by the following equation：

Ms = F2 ∗ R

（4）

Ms is the torque of the servo，R is the length of the servo arm(the radius of the
circle formed by one rotation of the servo arm), therefore：

Ms = F2 ∗ R = 6.48N ∗ 0.016m = 0.104N ∗ m = 1.04kg ∗ cm < 1.89kg ∗ cm（5）
Therefore, the servo selected meets the requirement.

4 Structure Analysis
The caterpillar-like bionic robot is made up of individual modules, each of which
is the same except for the head and connected by a nail. The module is composed with

two partitions connected by three springs. Through the expansion and contraction of
springs, the modules can rotate, driving the whole robot wriggling forward.
A clip is added in the head, controlled by a servo to open and clamp and another
servo behind it to rotate the whole clip. This design enables the clip to clamp items at
different directions, the specific design is shown in Figure 4.2: there is a bearing
connecting the partition where the clip is located and the body modules, and then the
servo drives the clip partition to rotate, so that the clip can not only be clamped
horizontally, but also can be rotated ninety degrees to clamp vertically. The two
servos, one to control the opening and closing, the other to control the rotation of the
clip, are connected to the servos of the back body part and are also connected to the
bus servo control board, making them convenient to control. At a later stage, a camera
and pressure sensor can also be added to the head to achieve the function of
exploration and prevent falling.

Figure 4.1 the picture of the mechanical bionic robot

Figure 4.2 the head detail picture

The design of the modules is shown in Figure 4.3. Each module has three equally
spaced springs installed on the left, right, and bottom sides of the partition. Fix one of
the partitions and pull the left side spring to compress the spring, then the other
partition will incline to the left to make the robot turning left. If the left and right
springs are pulled at the same time, the front partition will be tilted upward to make
the robot lifting its head, as shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.3 detail of a module

Figure 4.4 the effect of turning and lifting the head

The design of the partition is also important. To make the robot more bionic to
look like a real worm, the shape of the partition approximates a circle. However, in
order to increase the stability of the mechanical bionic robot so that it does not easily
tip to the sides and to make it easier to move forward, the lower edge of the partition
is designed to be a straight line instead of curve, and wheels are added as the feet.

Figure 4.5 two-dimensional design of the partition

To ensure the balance and speed of the mechanical bionic robot, there are two
wheels per foot on the bottom of the mechanical bionic robot. We use one-way

wheels with an inner diameter of six millimeters. The partition that connects the
wheel and the whole bionic robot can be inserted into the body of the bionic robot and
has a hole allowing the axle of the wheel to pass through. Connecting the axle and the
wheel is a one-way bearing, which will only rotate in one direction, so it enables the
robot to only move in certain direction and ensure the robot will not retreat while
moving forward. The wheel is mounted and fixed in the right position. Since the
friction between the wheel and the ground is too small to move the whole robot and
lower the speed of the robot, rubber wheel sleeves are wrapped around the wheel to
increase the friction.

Figure 4.6 structure of one wheel

The retraction and stretch of springs are achieved by the nylon wire. As shown in
figure 4.3, in each module, the nylon wire is fixed on the front partition and the other
end is fixed on the servo arm on the back partition. The rotation of the servo arm will
drive the nylon wire fixed on it to move, so the nylon wire will be tightened. The
tightened wire will drive the front partition to move backward, compressing the
corresponding spring. In each module, the interference fit of the ends of the springs
and the sleeves on partitions fix the spring tightly. In one partition, the sleeves pass
through it due to the hole in the partition, and they are fixed in that place with hot
melt adhesive. One end of the sleeve is used to fix the spring with interference fit, the
other end is used to fix the nylon rope. The nylon wire is tied to a small block of wood
that will stuck in the front of the sleeve in the front partition, passing through this
sleeve, spring and sleeve in the back partition, then tied to the servo arm.

5 Hardware Design
The partition is made of 2.8mm thick wood, because wood is easy to obtain,
process. Moreover, wood is pretty light, so it will not cause excessive load on the
servo.
The bus servo is a 4.8v-6v servo with a speed of 0.125sec/60° (80RPM) and a
blocking torque of 1.89kg.cm. The bus servo makes the layout of wires and the
programming of it simpler than that of the normal servo, so bus servo is more suitable
for me robot which has many joints and line. Finally, the control angle of bus servo is
large, which gives the robot high freedom and redundancy.

Figure 5.1 servo

For the spring I chose a 0.6×8×50 spring, 0.6mm is the wire diameter of the
spring, 8mm is the inner diameter of the spring, and 50mm is the length of the spring.
This spring is not soft nor hard, so it can be compressed well when needed, while also
not be soft to support the weight of the lifting part when the robot raises head.

Figure 5.2 0.6×8×50 spring

The one-way bearing is 6 mm thick inside and 10 mm thick outside. This size
closely match the size of the wheel I designed. One-way bearings are better than
ordinary bearings because it is unable to turn backward, providing the robot a static
friction to move it forward.

Figure 5.3 one-way bearing

The battery I use is 7.4v, 2200 mA. 7.4v voltage is more suitable for the voltage
of the servo I use. Also, the current is stable, so that the servo can stably rotate to
specified angles.

Figure 5.4 battery

For the control board, I chose Arduino, which stands out among control boards
for its superior openness, ease of use, communication and resources.

Figure 5.5 Arduino control board

I use HC-05 Bluetooth module as the communication module, and debug it
through Gzut to change its address and name so that it can connect to the cell phone
used to control the whole robots. It supports SPP Bluetooth serial protocol and has the
advantages of low cost, small size, low power consumption and high sensitivity of
sending and receiving.

Figure 5.6 HC-05 Bluetooth module

The servo control board used is FEETECH bus servo control board. This control
board has several advantages. The servo interface is connected in an error-proof way,
so the connection is always correct. The voltage(5V) is taken from the USB power
supply protected with 500mA over-current and with over-voltage protection,
otherwise external power supply is required,

Figure 5.7 bus servo control board

6 Moving Patterns
The mechanical bionic robot has a total of five moving patterns, corresponding
to locomotion modes of different animals. In addition to wriggling forward like a
silkworm, it can also move forward like a snake. Through programming to control the
stretch of different nylon, the robot has a total of five moving patterns, and the
following are the characteristics and schematics of each mode.
1. The mode of single joint driving: The first mode is single joint driving(SJD).
In this mode, one of the joints in the middle part of the mechanical bionic robot is
lifted. Compressing the lowermost spring, the back partition is driven forward. In this
mode, only three servos are driven, putting only a little stress on the battery to
increase its endurance. The servos can provide more force and have more capability to
drive the robot forward in some muddy environment.

Figure 6.1 side view of mechanical bionic robot in SJD mode

Figure 6.2 SJD mode motion diagram

2. The mode of double joints driving: The second mode is double joints
driving(DJD). Compared to single joints driving mode, this mode has one more joint
to life up. In this mode, the force of the servo is much stronger than that of the single
creep, so the speed is faster. In addition, when the robot is stuck, the arched section at
the back can generates thrust to push the robot forward.

Figure 6.3 side view of mechanical bionic robot in DJD mode

3. The mode of double joints driving with head up: The third mode is double
joints driving with head up(DJH). Compared to the previous mode, this mode enables
the robot to raise head while moving forward. In this mode, the upper springs at the
joint of the head are tensioned and the front partition is then lifted up to raise the head.
When encountering obstacles or moving on rugged surfaces, the robot can lift its head
up to easily cross the obstacles.

Figure 6.4 side view of mechanical bionic robot in DJH mode

Figure 6.5 DJH mode motion diagram

4. S-shaped mode: The fourth mode is the S-shaped mode. In this mode, the
mechanical bionic robot is able to imitate the crawling pattern of a snake by twisting
in an S-shape to move forward. By stretching the nylon wires on both sides, the
mechanical bionic robot would twist because the springs on both sides are compressed.
However, due to the small friction of the wheels and the limitations of the servo speed,
the robot takes a long time to move a very short distance in this mode, so the speed
has to be improved in the future.

Figure 6.6 top view of mechanical bionic robot in S-shape mode

5. Earthworm mode: The last mode is earthworm mode. In this mode, the three
springs in the first body module are contracted simultaneously, then the springs in
following modules are compressed while the springs in previous module stretch. By
this way, the robot can move in a relatively small space because it does not have to
move up and down. Therefore, this mode can be best applied when the robot moves in
narrow pipes and underground, just like an earthworm.

Figure 6.7 side view of mechanical bionic robot in Earthworm mode
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Figure 6.8 control flow chart

7 Experiments
The purpose of the experiment is to investigate the factors influencing speed such
as different modes and changes in servo response time. Speed is important because
the robot is required to be fast and stable to successfully search and rescue more lives
in the shortest possible time and reduce the mortality rate when applied to
SAR(search and rescue). The stability is optimized as much as possible in the
structural design, so the speed needs to be investigated in the following experiment.
The standard conditions of the experiment: as shown below, the mechanical
bionic robot has the length of 720 mm. In the following experiments, the time
measured is the time spent by the mechanical silkworm to move across the low
friction table from rest. The start point is where the end of the robot is at the edge of
the table, and the end point is where the head of it reaches the edge of the other end of
the table, a distance of 680 mm.

Figure 7.1 length measurement for the robot

7.1 Experiment 1. Exploring the effect of response time on speed
This experiment investigates the effect of four different response times of
mechanical bionic robots on speed. I use four different response times to compare the
effect of response time on speed by making short axle mechanical bionic robot with
rubber wheel sleeves move same distance from the start point to the end point on the
same plane with exactly the same friction and length.

Table 7-1 Four different response time and corresponding length, average speed.

1st time length(mm)
2nd time length(mm)
3rd time length(mm)
4th time length(mm)
5th time length(mm)
Average speed (mm/ms)

0ms

200ms

400ms

600ms

18900
18600
17900
18000
18400
0.0371

21500
22300
22100
21700
22000
0.0311

32200
32300
31800
32200
32000
0.0212

40600
40000
40500
40800
40400
0.0168

Figure 7.2 response time VS speed

Conclusion: The shorter the response time of the servo, the faster the speed, but
when the response time is shorter than a certain amount, the change of the speed is
smaller. Moreover, the shorter the response time, the more the wastage of the servo,
so we choose 200ms as the response time since it is not too short for the speed nor too
fast to increase the wastage of the servo.

7.2 Experiment 2. The effect of motion pattern, axle length, and axle
surface friction on speed
This experiment investigated the effects of the above three variables on speed.
On the same plane, the response speed of the servo was set at 200 ms, and the motion
pattern, wheel spacing, and axle surface friction were varied with 4 combinations. The
purpose is to investigate a combination that maximize the speed. The way to change
the movement pattern is to use the control program on the phone to issue movement
commands, and the movement commands are codes that written in Arduino. The way
to change the distance of the axle is to move the wheel outward by 1-2mm and then
fix it there. The way to change the friction of the axle surface is to wrap a rubber
wheel sleeve around the wheel, because the rubber sleeve is rougher than the wooden

axle surface, so wearing the rubber sleeve can increase the friction of the axle surface.
Table 7-2 Different combinations and corresponding moving time

Different mode

SJD

DJD

DJH

1: Long axle with friction

67480ms

22890ms

43680ms

2: Long axle without friction

66320ms

66450ms

127400ms

3: Short axle with friction

25500ms

21700ms

35000ms

4:Short axle without friction

33200ms

33500ms

68300ms

S shape

208300ms

In below pictures, the x-axis numbers only represent each mode, and don’t have
actual meaning.

Figure 7.3 mode vs time

Conclusion: The DJD mode is the fastest with short axle and rubber wheel sleeve
(high friction), because the robot has one more joint than the SJD mode to provides
more forward thrust and is not affected by the gravity of the head section compared to
DJH mode. Before doing the experiment, there was a speculation that the speed of
DJD mode would be twice the speed of SJD, but this speculation was disproved by
the experimental results, which show that the speed of DJD mode is only a little faster
than SJD mode. The reason might be that the friction of the plane surface and the axle
is not large enough, so the end of the robot slides backward when the servo drives the
joint to recover.

Figure 7.4 the fastest combination: short axle with rubber wheel sleeve

7.3 Experiment 3. The robot's adaptability to different terrains
This experiment investigated the robot's adaptability to different environments.
Since the application scenarios include complex terrain and narrow space such as
ruins and pipes, testing the adaptability of the robot requires simulations to those
environments using surfaces of different slopes. I use the yoga mat as more frictional
surface than the table, because the friction of ruins and pipes are bigger than the table.
Table 7-3 simulations and their corresponding average speed

Yoga mat 0° Yoga mat 10° Yoga mat 20° Yoga mat 40°
Whether the
robot can cross

yes

Figure 7.5

yes

yes

yes

Pipe
yes

The robot's adaptability to different terrains

Conclusion: The robot is able to adapt to various slopes and the pipe under the
DJD mode. The speed of the robot reaches the maximum when moving on the flat
yoga mat, but as the slopes increase, the speed decrease. The robot is able to move in

the pipe, but the speed is pretty slow, which might due to the frictions of the yoga mat
to the robot body. After the testing, the robot is able to be adapted to various terrain as
I expected before.

8 Conclusion and Prospect
The overall structure of the robot and the functions was basically completed as
expected. Thanks to the careful selection of springs, the flexible connection was also
well accomplished. The control of servos based on theoretical calculations is also
precise. In each module, the pulling wire works well with the servo to pull the spring
tight. The code is basically right and allows for five different movement modes: SJD,
DJD, DJH, S-shape and earthworm mode. The successful movement of the whole
bionic robot is attributed to the good cooperation of mechanical, electronic and
programming parts.
The movement patterns of snake and earthworm were achieved by S-shape mode
and earthworm mode. However, in both modes, improvements in terms of speed,
efficiency, etc are still needed.
Prospect：
1. After the construction, the weight of the robot was more than we expected,
which made the spring in the middle of the robot difficult to be pulled tightly. In
future, springs with different elasticity coefficient and different types of servos can be
used to achieve the optimal form of motion.
2. I found that once the nylon wire is fixed, it is troublesome to take it out and
reload it, which makes me difficult to optimize the inner part of the module. In future,
the structure can be optimized by modifying the way of pulling the wire, for example,
fixing the nylon wire on the bolt, so that when it needs to be pulled tight, I can simply
rotate the bolt.
3. The power supply part of the robot is not perfect. Since it needs a battery but
does not have a place to properly place the battery, the robot needs to drag it in order
to move forward, and the battery also needs to be charged occasionally in order to
supply power. In the future, I hope to solve this problem by using different power
sources such as solar energy or wind energy, which are clean and can be obtained
easily in natural environment, so I will not worry about pollution or robot running out
the battery. The robot can also be equipped with a backup battery, when there is no
sun or no wind, the backup battery can be used. Alternatively, the robot could be
designed as an easily assembled module, and each module could be powered
separately, so that I could freely increase or shorten the number of modules of the
robot, and once a module is damaged, the whole robot would not be greatly
influenced.
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